The non linear ltering problem consists in computing the conditional distributions of a Markov signal process given its noisy observations. The dynamical structure of such distributions can be modelled by a measure valued dynamical Markov process. Several random particle approximations were recently suggested to approximate recursively in time the so-called non linear ltering equations. We present an interacting particle system approach and we develop large deviations principles for the empirical measures of the particle systems. We end this paper extending the results to an interacting particle system approach which includes branchings.
Introduction

Background and motivations
The non linear ltering problem consists in computing the conditional distribution of a signal given its noisy observation. Roughly speaking, a basic model for non linear ltering problems is to assume that the signal is a time inhomogeneous Markov process X with observations Y described by Y n = h n (X n ) + V n (1) UMR C55830, CNRS, Bat.1R1, Univ. Paul Sabatier, 31062 Toulouse, delmoral@cict.fr. y URA 743, CNRS, Bat. 425, Universit e de Paris Sud, 91405 Orsay, France, guionnet@stats.matups.fr where h n are some continuous functions and V n a noise, which we will assume independent of the signal X n .
It was proven in a general setting by Kunita 25] and Stettner 31] that the law of X n given the observations (Y p ; p n) obeys the so-called non linear ltering equations. Basically, if n denotes the law of X n given (Y p ; p n), these equations are of the form n = (n; n?1 ) 8n 1 0 = (2) where is the law of the initial signal and (n; :) an application on the space of probability measures on the state space of the signal. (n; :) depends on the observations (Y p ; p n), on the laws of (V p ; p n) and on the transition probability kernels of the signal process ( see Lemma 3.1 for its complete description ).
The study of equations of type (2) is far from being straightforward. Such equations also occur in Statistical Physics and Biology (see 12] , 35] and references therein). In these frameworks, the dynamical system (2) usually describes the time evolution of the density pro les of McKean-Vlasov stochastic processes with mean eld drift functions. It was proposed by McKean and Vlasov to approximate the corresponding equations by mean eld interacting particle systems. A crucial practical advantage of this situation is that the dynamical structure of the non linear stochastic process can be used in the design of an interacting particle system in which the mean eld drift is replaced by a natural interaction function. Such models are called in Physics Masters equations and/or weakly interacting particle systems. They are now well understood (see 2 36] and references therein). Under rather general assumptions, it was shown that the particle density pro le (that is the random empirical measures of the particle systems) converges towards the solution of (2) as the number of particles is going to in nity. As a consequence, propagation of chaos occurs. To specify the rate of this convergence, large deviations properties and uctuations were studied.
Among the most exciting developments in Non Linear Filtering Theory are those centered around the recently established connection with interacting and branching particle systems. In non linear ltering problems the dynamical system (2) describes the time evolution of the conditional distribution of the internal states in dynamical systems when partial observations are made. In contrast to the situation described above the conditional distributions cannot be viewed as the law of a nite dimensional stochastic process which incorporates a mean eld drift. We therefore have to nd a new strategy to de ne an interacting particle system which will approximate the desired distributions. In the last decade several di erent stochastic particle approximations were suggested to approximate the so-called non linear ltering equation. The evolution of this rapidly developing area of research may be seen quite directly through the following chain of papers 6], 8], 9], 10], 13], 15] and 20]. In 16] and 17], general particle systems which include branching and non linear interactions were described. The laws of the empirical measures of these systems were shown to converge weakly to the desired conditional distribution as the number of particles is growing.
Several practical problems which have been solved using these methods are given in 5], 6], 13], 14], signal processing and GPS/INS integration.
In the current work we develop large deviations for some of the particle approximations studied in 16] and 17] in which the interaction function only depends on the empirical measure of the system. Such results provide the exact speed of convergence of the algorithms we consider until a nite given time. The study of their long time behavior is a rather di erent subject which we will hopefully investigate in another paper.
Description of the model; Statement of some results
To describe precisely our model, let us introduce some notations. The signal X n at time n will take its values into a Polish space E. E is endowed with a Borel -eld B(E). We denote by M 1 (E) the space of all probability measures on E furnished with the weak topology. We recall that the weak topology is generated by the bounded continuous functions. We will denote C b (E) the space of these functions.
The particle system ( ; F n ; ( n ) n 0 ; P) under study will be a Markov process with state space E N , where N 1 is the size of the system. The N-tuple of elements of E, i.e. the points of the set E N , are called particle systems and will be mostly denoted by the letters x; z.
Our dynamical system is then described by
where dx def = dx 1 : : : dx N . Our goal is to prove large deviation principles for the law of the empirical distribution of the N-particle system (4) which is a random measure on the path space n = E n+1 . Our results will then basically be stated under the following form. 
2. I n has a unique minimizer which is 0;n] .
The LDP precise the rate of the convergence (5 
where T k , 0 k n, is the k-marginal of . Clearly, d( n ( ); ) = 0 () = 0;n] :
We will see that, thanks to the large deviation results proved in section 2, under appropriate assumptions, for any > 0 there exists N( ) 1 so that
The crucial point is now to specify the assumptions needed on the (n; :)'s for such result to hold. Throughout this paper, we shall weaken these hypotheses as much as we can in order to include as many examples encountered in non linear ltering problems as possible. The paper has the following structure: We will derive in section 2 large deviation principles for the particle system (3) keeping in mind to weaken the assumptions on the functions (n; :)'s as much as we can in order to apply it to non linear ltering particle systems. In subsection 2.1, we consider the empirical measure on path space. In subsection 2.2, we considerably weaken the hypotheses needed in the latter and get large deviation principles for the time marginals. The applications of the large deviation results obtained in section 2 to non linear ltering problems will be explored in section 3.
We end this paper with some generalizations of the former large deviation results to some random particle approximations which includes branchings and interactions.
LDP for Interacting Particle Systems
Our interest is in large deviation results for the laws of the empirical measures associated to our interacting particle systems (3) . The study of the minimizers of the rate functions governing these large deviations will in turn provide convergence of the empirical trajectories towards 0;n] and an exponential speed for this convergence. A general formulation for studying such problems was given by Our developments will be mainly based on Laplace method, G artner-Ellis and Baldi theorem.
LDP for the Empirical Measures on the Path Space
In this section, we focus on the empirical trajectories N ( 0;n] ) 2 M 1 ( n ) de ned by (4) until a given nite time n 2 IN. With these notations, we can rewrite the law Q N n of N ( 0;n] ) for our particle system (3) as the probability so that, for any
where (k; ) N , 1 k n, 2 M 1 (E), is the N-fold product of the measure (k; ).
To prove large deviations for fQ N n ; N 1g we will always assume that (A) : For any time n 1 there exists a probability of reference n 2 M 1 (E) such that 8 2 M 1 (E) (n; ) n :
This condition might seem di cult to check in general but in fact covers many typical examples of non linear ltering problems ( see section 3 ). It is obvious that the situation becomes considerably more involved when dispensing with this assumption. As we will see in section 2.2, it turns out that a continuity assumption on the functions (n; .) is su cient to obtain an inductive LDP for the time marginals.
The main simpli cation due to assumption (A) is that each law Q N n is equivalent to the distribution R N n 2 M 1 (M 1 (E)) given by 
where F n : M 1 ( n ) ! IR is the function de ned by
with the notation of (9) . In a rst stage for analysis it is reasonable to suppose that Indeed, F n is bounded continuous under (B) so that fQ N n ; N 1g satis es a LDP with good rate function I n = I(:jR n ) ? F n according to Sanov's theorem and Varadhan's lemma ( see 19] for instance ). From the de nition of I( jR n ) and F n , it is obvious that I n is also given by I n ( ) = I( j n ( )) from which it is easily seen that I n ( ) = 0 () = 0;n] :
At this point it is appropriate to address a de ciency in the preceding result. An approximatively equivalent condition of (B) is given by the two following assumptions (C0) For any time n 1,
is uniformly continuous w.r.t. x and continuous w.r.t. .
(C) For any time n 1 there exists a non negative real number a n so that 
Under (C0) , F M n is bounded continuous ( beware here that this statement requires the uniform continuity ( and not only the continuity ) property of hypothesis (C0). Next conditions relax assumption (C).
(C1) For any time n 0 and > 0 there exists a function L n; , L n; (M) goes to in nity when M goes to in nity, so that R N n e ?NFn 1I (jFn?F M n j> ) e ?NLn; (M) :
(C2) For any time n 0 and for any A 2 B(M 1 ( n )) we have
Let us describe the main result of this section Theorem 2.2 Assume that the functions (n; .), n 1, satisfy conditions (A), (C0), (C1) and (C2). Then, for any n 0, fQ N n : N 1g satis es a LDP with good rate function I n .
The proof is based on the ideas of Azencott and Varadhan and amounts to replace the functions F n ( which are a priori nor bounded nor continuous ) by the functions F M n to get the LDP up to a small error in the rate function by (C1) and then pass to the limit M ! 1 by (C2) to let nally # 0. We leave the details to the reader.
Conditions (C1) and (C2) are hard to work with. In practice we will check the following more elegant conditions (D1) For any time n 1, there exists constants c n < 1, n > 1 such that R N n e nN Fn e cnN (12) and, for every > 0 there exists a function L n; , L n; (M) goes to in nity when M goes to in nity, so that R N n jF n ? F M n j > e ?NLn; (M) : (13) (D2) For any time n 1, there exists constants n > 0 C n < 1, D n < 1 and a function n , n (M) is going to zero when M is going to in nity, such that for any 2 M 1 ( n ) and M 2 IR f1g
Using H older's inequality it can be checked directly that (D1) ) (C1). On the other hand, for any A 2 B(M 1 ( n )) and any integer number L we have
Let us rst assume that inf A I n < 1: Then, the second assumption of (D2) yields On the other hand, the rst assumption shows that, uniformly in M, (15) gives, for any integer number L,
Letting L going to in nity implies inf A fI(:jR n ) ? F M n g = +1 = inf A I n which completes the proof of (D2) ) (C2).
We end this section with an example of how the preceding theorem can be applied. This corollary will be one of the key tools used in most of the applications of our results to non linear ltering problems (cf section 3). It is quite remarkable that the weakening of condition (B) is compensated by an exponential moment condition. Corollary 2.3 Suppose the functions (n; .), n 1, satisfy (A) and (C0) and that for any 1 k n, x 2 E and 2 M 1 (E)
for some non negative and B(E)-measurable functions ' and . In addition, assume that there exists constants ; 2]1; 1] and > 0 such that 1 + 1 < 1 and for any 1 k n
Then, fQ N n : N 1g satis es the LDP with good rate function I n . Proof:
Recalling our discussion preceding the corollary we only have to check that (17) implies (D1) and (D2). For any n 1, choose and x constants ; > 1 and > 0 so that (17) 
and
The last inequality is a clear consequence of H older's inequality and the fact that Let us now establish the moment condition (12) . Using (18) 
On the other hand we see from (19) that, for any positive ,
Again using H older's inequality and recalling that > p and > q one concludes
Now we proceed to the proof of (D2). Taking into consideration the inequality (18) we have for any 2 M 1 ( n ) and M < 1 jF M n ( )j ( n ) with n (x 0 ; : : :;
Using the well known property of the relative entropy
and the monotone convergence theorem it follows that jF M n ( )j I( jR n ) + log Z exp ( n ) dR n :
Thus, we arrive at
Now, by a further use of H older's inequality one gets
By a method similar to that used above one can also establish that for any 2 M 1 ( n )
This ends the proof.
Before closing this section we examine how theorem 2.2 makes it possible to estimate in a simple way the probability of the events B n; := f : d( ; n ( )) < g, > 0. Under (C0), ! n ( ) is continuous so that B n; is open for the weak topology. Recalling that d( ; n ( ))) = 0 i = 0;n] , we see that this event is an open neighborhood of 0;n] . If we denote k.k TV denotes the total variation norm then using 
LDP for the Particles Density Pro les
The large deviations results presented in section 2.1 rely entirely on the existence of a family of reference distributions f n : n 1g satisfying condition (A) and therefore does not apply to some ltering problems (see section 3). To remove this assumption we shall be dealing with the law P N n , n 0, N 1, of the particle density pro les
We also can relax the continuity assumption (C0) into (H) : For any time n 1, (n; :) is continuous.
To insure an exponential tightness property we shall propose the following assumption which is motivated for its applications in non linear ltering problems.
If, for any Markov transition M and any 2 M 1 (E) we denote M the probability so that for any f 2 C b (E), We are now in position to state the main result of this section Theorem 2.7 Assume that conditions (H) and (ET) hold. Then, for any n 1, fP N n : N 1g obeys a LDP with convex good rate function H n given by 8 > < > :
H n?1 ( ) ? log ( (n; )e V ) ! n 1 H 0 ( ) = I( j 0 ) In addition H n ( ) = 0 i = n , for any n 1. H n?1 ( ) ? log ( (n; )e V )
Thus, according to Dembo-Zeitouni, corollary 4.6.14 and proposition 2.5 all that remains is to check that n is nite valued and Gateaux di erentiable. The rst point is obvious. Introduce Letting and going to zero, we deduce, since I V n is a good rate function that lim sup 
Thus, is Gateaux-di erentiable with
To prove the nal assertion let us introduce h n?1 ( 0 ) = inffH n?1 ( ); 0 = (n; )g: Since (n; :) is continuous and H n?1 a good rate function, h n?1 is as well a good rate function. Moreover,
! is the a ne regularization of h n?1 . If h n?1 were convex, it is well known that we would conclude that H n?1 = h n?1 ( see for instance theorem 4.5.10 in 18]). In any case, it follows that, since h n?1 has only a minimizer n , H n has also a unique minimizer which is n . This ends the proof of the theorem. Let us nally quote that H n is smaller than the rate given in theorem 2.2 since, for any probability measure
H n?1 ( ) ? log (n; )(e V ) ! = H n?1 ( ) + I( j (n; )) so that, with = n?1 , H n ( ) I( j n ) = inf fI n ( ) : T n = g: 
where E is a locally compact and separable metric space, h n : E ! IR d , d 1, are bounded continuous functions and V n are independent random variables with continuous and positive density g n with respect to Lebesgue measure. The signal process X that we consider is assumed to be a non-inhomogeneous and E-valued Markov process with Feller transition probability kernel K n , n 1, and initial probability measure , on E. We will assume the observation noise V and X are independent.
The classical ltering problem is concerned with estimating the distribution of X n conditionally to the observations up to time n. Namely,
for all f 2 C b (E). This problem has been extensively studied in the literature and, 
Formulation of the Non Linear Filtering Problem
Let us introduce the ltering model in such a way that the techniques of section 2 can be applied. To this end it is convenient to study the distribution of the state process X n conditionally on the observation up to time (n ? 1). Namely, 
where y n 2 IR d is the current observation and n is the continuous function given by n+1 (y n ; ) = n (y n ; )K n+1 (27) where n (y n ; )f
The equation (26) is usually called the non linear ltering equation. Even if it looks innocent, it can rarely be solved analytically and its solving requires extensive calculations. To obtain a computionnally feasible solution some kind of approximation is needed.
We observe that the recursion (27) involves two separate mechanisms. Namely, the rst one
updates the distribution given the current observation. The second one 7 ! K n does not depends on the current observation. It is usually called the prediction.
Interacting Particle Systems Approximations
Recalling the description (3), and using the fact that
g n (Y n ; z i ) P N j=1 g n (Y n ; z i ) (28) the N-particle system associated to (26) is de ned by
Thus, we see that the particles move according the following rules 1. Updating: When the observation Y n = y n is received, each particle examines the system of particles n = ( 1 n ; : : :; N n ) and chooses randomly a site i n with probability g n (y n ; i n ) P N j=1 g n (y n ; j n ) 2. Prediction: After the updating mechanism each particle evolves according the transition probability kernel of the signal process. This particle approximation of the non linear ltering equation belongs to the class of algorithms called genetic algorithms. These algorithms are based on the genetic mechanisms which guide natural evolution: exploration/mutation and updating/selection. They were introduced by J.H. Holland 22] to handle global optimization problems on a nite set.
Large Deviation for Interacting Particle Systems
In 17] we proposed some exponential bounds to prove that for a xed observation record Y=y, for every f 2 C b (E) and for every n 0, N ( n )f converges P ? a:s: to n f as the size N of the systems is growing.
Our aim is now to show how the LDP developed in section 2 can be applied to obtain the exact exponential rate of convergence of our random particle approximation. We will use the following assumptions (H0) : For any time n 1, K n is Feller so that ! K n is continuous for the weak topology. For any time n 0, h n is bounded continuous and g n is a positive continuous function.
(H1) : For any time 1 k n there exists a reference probability measure k 2 M 1 (E), > 1, > 0 and a B(E)-measurable function ' so that
is Lipschitz, uniformly on the parameter x such that
Let the condition (H0) be satis ed. Then, it is not hard to see that there exists positive functions a n : IR d ! IR + such that a n (y) ?1 g n (y; x) a n (y) 8(y; x) 2 IR d E (30) We conclude that for any observation record Y = y, ( n+1 (y n ; :); n 0) satis es (C).
Moreover, for any B(E)-measurable function f : E ! IR + and for every n 0, y 2 IR d and 2 M 1 (E) we have a n (y) ?2 K n+1 f n+1 (y; )f a n (y) 2 K n+1 f Therefore one concludes easily that under (H0) theorem 2.7 applies without further work. More precisely we have proved the following proposition Proposition 3.2 Assume that condition (H0) holds. Then, for any observation record Y = y and n 0, the laws fP N n : N 1g, of the particle density pro les
satisfy a LDP with rate function H n given by 8 > < > :
H n?1 ( ) ? log ( n?1 (y n?1 ; )K n e V ) ! n 1 H 0 ( ) = I( j ) H n ( ) = 0 i = n , for any n 0.
Under condition (H1) we now study LDP for the law Q N n , n 0, N 1, of the empirical distribution on path space
We see from (29) In contrast to the latter, the condition (H1) depends on the transitions Markov kernels K n , n 1. As the preceding proposition shows, so long as (H1) holds, the law of the empirical measure on path space satis es a LDP. Moreover, referring to the remarks preceding section 3, the rate functions H n , n 0, are smaller than the corresponding contractions of the rate functions I n , n 0.
We now turn to some applications of these propositions. Y n = h n (X n ) + V n 8n 1 (31) where (V n ) n 1 is a sequence of IR d -valued and independent random variables with Gaussian densities. After some easy manipulations one gets the bounds (30) with log a n (y) = 1 2 kR ?1 n k kh n k 2 + kR ?1 n k kh n k kyk where kh n k = sup x2E jh n (x)j and kR ?1 n k is the spectral radius of R ?1 n .
Let us now investigate assumption (H1) through the following example Thus, the Gaussian example satis es (H1). Let us notice that it does not satis es condition (B) ( or even (C)). We discuss this hypothesis below.
Example 3 Let us suppose that E = IR and K n (x; dz) = 1 p 2 e ? 1 2 (z?bn(x)) 2 dz (33) where b n : IR ! IR is a bounded B(E)-measurable function such that b n (0) = 0 and b n (1) = ?1. Then, hypothesis (C) is not satis ed. Suppose K n satis es (C) for some bounded function '. Clearly there exists an absolutely continuous probability measure with density p n such that 8x; z 2 IR c ?1 n p n (z) e ? In fact, the failure of hypothesis (C) is linked in general with the non compactness of E.
We have already pointed out that proposition 3.3 is a re nement of proposition 3.2. To be more precise the exponential moment condition (H1) allows us to prove a LDP for the empirical measure on the path space. Now, it is natural to examine some examples where the condition (H1) is not met but still hypothesis (H0) is ful lled. It is not di cult to see that K n satis es (H0). On the other hand, let us assume that K n satis es (H1) for some function '. Since x K n is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure for any x 2 E, the probability measure n described in (H1) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Therefore, there exists a probability density p n such that 8x; z 2 IR e ?'(z) p n (z) q n (x) exp ? 1 2 n (x) z 2 e '(z) p n (z): Letting jxj ! 1 one gets e ?'(z) p n (z) = 0 for any z 2 IR which is absurd since we also assumed R e ' 1+ (z) p n (z)dz < 1:
Our interacting particle system approach is not restricted to non linear ltering problem with Gaussian transitions K n or with observations corrupted by Gaussian perturbations. As a result we have a great freedom in the design and the physical construction of the non linear ltering model.
It can be argued that in practice it is commonly assumed that the signal X and its noisy observation Y are given by (32) and (31) . Under such assumptions the synthesis of the optimal lter is carried out recursively by the well known Kalman-Bucy lter. More precisely, the conditional distributions are Gaussian and the structure of the optimal lter is determined by a recursion relation on the conditional means and on the matrix of errors of observations. In several practical problems the conditional distribution may have several di erent modes and the conditional expectation is not meaningful. On the other hand the observed signal process X has no reason to be \linear and Gaussian" and we have to nd a more realistic model. We now present some examples of other kind of densities that can be handled in our framework. Observe that ?kh n k jyj ? jy ? h n (x)j kh n k 8(y; x) 2 IR E One concludes that (30) is satis ed with a n (y) = exp ( n kh n k).
Example 7 Suppose E = IR and K n , n 1, are given by
This corresponds to the situation where the signal process X is given by X n = b(X n?1 ) + W n n 1 where (W n ) n 1 is a sequence of IR m -valued and independent random variables with bilateral exponential densities. Note that K n may be written K n (x; dz) = 1 2 exp ( (jzj ? jz ? b(x)j)) n (dz) with n (dz) = 1 2 exp (? jzj) dz It follows that (H1) holds since j log xKn d n (z)j has Lipschitz norm 2 + kbk.
Large Deviations for Interacting and Branching Particle Systems
The interacting particle system approach described previously is the crudest of the random particle methods introduced in 17]. The goal of this section is to study large deviation of the particle density pro les associated to a branching re nement method. As we shall see this algorithm is a clear extension of the genetic type algorithm described in section 3.3. The description of the branching particle particle system under study rst appears in 17]. It di ers from the branching particle algorithms introduced by Crisan and Lyons in 8], 9] and 10]. Intuitively speaking, our branching approach consists in introducing at each mutations a xed number of auxiliary branching particles but at the end of the selection mechanism most of them are killed. Several numerical investigations have revealed that a clear bene t can be obtained by introducing auxiliary branching particles. In 17] we proved that the corresponding particle density pro les weakly converge to the desired conditional distribution as the size of the system is growing but we let open the question whether or not much loss of performance is incurred by one of these algorithms. The main purpose of this section is to study the LDP associated to such approximations and to compare its rate function with the rate function H n which governs the LDP associated to the interacting particle approach described in 3.3. From such constructions we will show that its rate function is greater than the rate function H n .
Let us describe our new process. Let Y = y be a given sequence of observation records.
The idea is to replace the Mutation/Prediction transition by a branching mechanism. Namely, the system of particle is now described by the following Markov model g n (y n ; z i 1 ;i 2 ) P N 2 k 2 =1 g n (y n ; z i 1 ;k 2 ) z i 1 ;i 2 (dx p 1 ) (34) The evolution in time of the particle systems is now described as follows : at random with probability P N 2 k=1 g n (y n ; j 1 ;k n )
j=1 g n (y n ; i;j n ) and moves randomly to the site j 1 ;j 2 n , 1 j 2 N 2 , in the chosen sub-system with probability g n (y n ; j 1 ;j 2 n ) P N 2 k=1 g n (y n ; j 1 ;k n ) Therefore, the particle system b n consists of N 1 particles.
(b) In the branching mechanism each particle b i 1 n , 1 i 1 N 1 , branches independently into a xed number N 2 of auxiliary i. Therefore, at the time (n + 1) the particle system n+1 consists of N 1 N 2 particles. Remark 3.5: In view of the preceding description we see that the selection/updating mechanism (a) is decomposed into two separate transitions. In the rst one each which is the conditional distribution of X n with respect to Y n = y n and X n?1 = b j 1 n?1 . In other words the second transition in the mechanism (a) can be viewed as a mutation for each particle in accordance with the observation. In this situation we see that the particles track the unknown process by using mutations depending on the observation records.
Our next objective is to study large deviations for the laws P N 1 ;N 2 n of the particle density pro les The arguments are similar to those used to prove theorem 2.7. We will also work with the condition (ET) page 12. If this condition takes place then, using the same line of arguments as those used in the proof of proposition 2.5, one has the following result Proposition 3.6 Assume that condition (H0) holds. Then for any L > 0, N 2 1 and n 0 we can nd a compact set K L M 1 (E) so that P N 1 ;N 2 ( n ) 2 K c L 4 e ?N 1 L : (36) We state now the main result of this section 
